
JOHN LEWIS PESTLE ANALYSIS

John Lewis Competitive Analysis - SWOT & PESTLE analysis of John Lewis, a leading UK based retailer dealing in
fashion and home furnishing segment.

It is a useful strategic tool for understanding market John Lewis Pest Analysis price of the products sold in
John Lewis Stores will be the lowest in the neighborhood which even helped John Lewis to establish strongly
in the British Market basically more amongst the middle class people. With the efforts and the determination
of the partners serving the customers with High Quality Goods and the best shopping experience, John Lewis
has been able to reach the status of the Largest Retailer in the country. It is a part of the external analysis when
conducting a strategic analysis or doing market research and gives a certain overview of the different
macroenvironmental factors that the company has to take into consideration. Thus students migration
increasingly became representative of this kind of migration. Another such instance is the QuickCheck App
which allows myWaitrose customers to scan barcodes on their smartphones as they place products in their
basket Weakness This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase. There are many factors
in the macro environment that will affect the decisions that John Lewis make, as well as any other Attains the
status of Largest Department Store Retailer in  The company further invests to strengthen its brand portfolio
through innovative new products. In John Lewis also took over Selfridges Provincial stores. Pest analysis
stands for political, economic, socio-cultural and technological environment. However, if charges for pensions
and long leave are excluded the profit before Partnership Bonus, tax and exceptional items grew by 1.
Substitute products and services 5 6. The analysis examines the impact of each of these factors and their
interplay with each other on the business With the era of internet and connecting with world via internet, John
Lewis launches its website in year allowing customers to shop online and getting products delivered at their
door. Value chain analysis 5 8. Make sufficient profits from the operations to sustain commercial vitality.
Customer Satisfaction John Lewis recruits only those people who know how to work with integrity,
determination while abiding by the principles laid down, which helps John Lewis to provide customers with a
different and homely shopping experience in their stores. It is very important that an organization considers its
environment before beginning the marketing process. The company then has implemented the organic grown
approach, pursuing a dynamic business and corporate strategy. It is not enough to say we have the right
marketing John Lewis should introduce more branded and latest fashion product to please the customers.
Technological Internet shopping is the main trend for the retailing industry, directly influence the sales
approach. Economic The whole UK economic is facing recession and very sensitive to changes in interest
rates. Every Employee who works at John Lewis is a partner in the company and is entitled to receive bonus
out of the profits company earns yearly. Conclusion6 9. History John Lewis opened its first store as a small
drapery shop at Oxford Street in  Headquartered in London, the UK, it The strong focus on innovation has
improved the product portfolio and customer engagement for the company. Political factors can create
advantages and opportunities for


